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ABSTRACT 
A linear operator T from a normed space G into a Riesz space F is called a Carleman operator 
if the image of the unit ball in G is an order bounded subset of the universal completion of F. This 
abstract formulation is adequate to generalize the classical results concerning Carleman operators 
to the setting where no measure space is involved. This includes the characterizations of these 
operators, their relationship with abstract kernel operators and some compactness-type properties. 
In the special case where G and/or F are ideals of measurable functions, we regain the results of 
V.B. Korotkov and the recent results of A.R. Schep (Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. Wetensch. A83 
(Indag. Math. 42), 49-59 (1980)). We also show how some of the results of N.E. Gretsky and J.J. 
Uhl (Acta Sci. Math. (Szeged) 43, 207-218, 1981) fit into this general framework. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X,p) and (Y,v) denote er-finite measure spaces. A l inear operator 
T:L2(Y,v)-~L2(X,12) is called a Carleman operator if there exists a pxv-  
measurable function T(x,y) such that, for every f~L2(Y,  v), 
Tf(x)= ~ T(x,y)f(y)dv 
Y 
holds for almost every xeX (i.e. T is a kernel operator), and for almost every 
fixed xeX the function Tx(.)= T(x, .) belongs to L2(Y,v ). T. Carleman [2] 
(1923) in i t iated the invest igat ion  into the proper t ies  o f  this type o f  operator ,  
* Financial support from the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research of South Africa is 
gratefully acknowledged. 
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and he was followed by M.H. Stone [17] (1932), J. von Neumann [20] (t935), 
B. Misra, D. Speiser, G. Targonski [12] (1963), M. Schreiber [16] (1963) and 
V.B. Korotkov [7] (1965). In 1970 J. Weidmann [21] published a fundamental 
paper on this subject in which he reported on the development and generali- 
zations of earlier results and at the same time simplified many of the proofs. 
For our present discussion the following characterization of Carleman 
operators is of importance. For a proof we refer to the paper of J. Weidmann 
[21], theorems 2.9 and 2.12. 
1.1 THEOREM. For a linear operator T:L2(Y,v)~L2(X,g ) the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) T is a Carleman operator. 
(b) There exists a I.t-measurable positive real valued function f such that for 
every geL2(Y, v) we have 
]Tg(x)[ <_ [Igll2f(x) I~-a.e. on S.  
(This is also known as the Korotkov condition.) 
(c) For every sequence (g~)CL2(Y,v) with IIg~ll2-'0 as n--,oo, we have 
Tgn(x)~O pointwise t~-a.e, on X. 
In 1980 A.R. Schep [15] described these results in the more general setting 
of Riesz spaces of measurable functions. Denote by M(X, IO the Riesz space of 
all/~-a.e, finite measurable functions on X. Let L be an ideal of v-measurable 
functions in M(Y, v) equipped with a function norm 2, i.e. 2 is a norm on L 
with the property that f ,g~L  and Ifl-< Igl imply that 2( f )<2(g) .  We shall 
denote such an ideal by Lo(Y, v) and call it a normed function space. The 
(first) associate norm 2' is defined by 
2 ' ( f )=sup { ~ lfg[dv:2(g) ~1} 
and the (first) associate space L'Q(Y,v) is the set of all f~M(Y ,v )  for which 
2 ' ( f )<  ~.  The result of A.R. Schep is then as follows (see [15], theorem 2.2). 
1.2 THEOREM. Let T be a linear operator from a normed function space 
LQ(Y,v) with order continuous norm Q into M(X,p). Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) T is a (generalized) Car&man operator (i.e. T is a kernel operator with 
kernel T(X, y) such that for almost every x ~ X we have T(x, • ) ~ L~(Y, v)). 
(b) There exists an element O<_f ~M(X,p)  such that for every g6LQ(Y,v) 
we have LTg(x)l<_2(g).f(x) lt-a.e, on X. 
(c) For every sequence (gn) in Lo(Y, v) with 2(gn)~O we have Tgn(x)~O 
I~-a.e. on X. 
Condition (b) in 1.1 (resp. 1.2) implies that T is an order bounded operator 
from L2(Y,v) (resp. LQ(Y, v)) into M(X,I~). 
In the work mentioned thus far, the presence of a measure space was essential 
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for the definition of a Carleman operator. In this note we take the investigation 
a step further by defining Carleman operators from a normed space into an 
arbitrary Archimedean Riesz space without any reference to a measure space. 
We are interested in obtaining the equivalence of statements (b) and (c) in this 
general setting. If  we use statement (b) as the basis for the definition of a 
Carleman operator it is not at all necessary to require Tto  be a kernel operator. 
Statement (b) actually states that T maps the closed unit ball into an order 
bounded subset of M(X,/~) (in theorems 1.1 and 1.2). In this respect it is 
important o note that M(X, lt) is the universal completion of Lz(X,/~). Since 
this fact and the notion of the universal completion of a Riesz space play 
important parts in our exposition, we briefly recall a few relevant facts. 
A Riesz space E is called laterally complete if every disjoint system in E + 
has a supremum in E. A Dedekind complete laterally complete space will be 
called universally complete. Every Archimedean Riesz space is Riesz iso- 
morphic to an order dense Riesz subspace of a universally complete space, 
called the universal completion of the space. We denote the universal com- 
pletion of E by E u. I f  E is Dedekind complete, then E is Riesz isomorphic to 
an order dense ideal of E u. For an elementary construction of the universal 
completion of an Archimedean Riesz space, which makes no use of repre- 
sentation theory, we refer the reader to the paper [23] of A.C. Zaanen. The 
space M(X,I~) is universally complete. The laterally completeness i  a conse- 
quence of the well known fact that a set {f~:r~(r)} is order bounded in 
M(X,I~) i ff for every sequence (fn) in {f~} and every sequence 2,+0 of real 
numbers we have ,~,f,(x)-~O ¢t-a.e. on X (see e.g. [15], theorem 1.4). 
Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that if E is an ideal in M(X,~t) with the 
carrier of E equal to X, then E is order dense in M(X,I~). Hence E u =M(X, zt). 
In particular this implies that M(X, IO is the universal completion of L2(X,/~). 
We are now in a position to give an abstract formulation for Carleman 
operators in a setting where no measure space is involved. 
1.3 DEFINITION. Let G be a normed space and F an Archimedean Riesz 
space. The linear operator T: G- ,F  is called a Carleman operator if T maps the 
unit ball of  G into an order bounded subset o fF  u, i.e. there exists O<_f~F u 
such that I Txl <_ llxElf or all x ~ G. 
I f  G is a normed Riesz space the above definition implies that T: G--,F is an 
order bounded operator from G into F u. In the case that G=Lz(Y,v ) and 
F=Lz(X,~ ), or that G=L~(Y,v) and F=M(X, IO, our definition coincides 
with the Korotkov condition (b) in theorems 1.1 and 1.2. If  G is a Banach space 
and F=Lp(X,I~) with O<_p<_oo (Lo(X,I~) is the same as M(X,/0) a Carleman 
operator in the newly defined sense is a Korotkov operator as defined in the 
recent paper of N.E. Gretsky and J.J. Uhl [4] (1981). 
We will show in the present paper that our definition is strong enough to yield 
the major results on Carleman operators in the classical case. Subsets of a Riesz 
space which are order bounded in the universal completion of the space were 
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the subject of study by D.H. Fremlin [3] and C.D. Aliprantis and O. Burkin- 
shaw [1]. These sets have been characterized purely in terms of properties of 
the Riesz space itself (in fact, these sets are the so called dominable sets). This 
notion enables us to give in section 2 a characterization for Carleman operators 
from which the equivalence of statements (b) and (c) in theorems 1.1 and 1.2 
immediately follows. We also give a description of Carleman operators in terms 
of majorizing operators. In section 3 we show that if the domain E of a 
Carleman operator T:E-+F is a Banach lattice with order continuous norm, 
then T is an abstract kernel operator (i.e. an operator which in the case that 
E and F are spaces of measurable functions can be represented by a measurable 
kernel T(x, y)). In the final section we discuss some compactness-type properties 
of Carleman operators. 
The authors wish to express their gratitude to A.C. Zaanen for stimulating 
discussions and suggestions on an earlier version of this paper. 
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF CARLEMAN OPERATORS 
Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space. We recall that a subset ACE is 
dominable if for every 0< u eE  there exist an element 0< o eE  and a positive 
integer k such that (ku- la l )  + ___o for all aeA.  Most important for us is the 
result, due to D.H. Fremlin, that A is dominable iff A is order bounded in the 
universal completion E u of E (see [1], theorem 23.22). 
We shall say that the Riesz space E has the local Egoroffproperty if, for 
every 0 < o e E, there exists an element 0< w ~ E, with 0 < w_  o, such that w has 
the Egoroff  property. This means that the set of elements in E which have the 
Egoroff  property is an order dense ideal in E. Clearly, if E has the Egoroff  
property then it also has the local Egoroff  property. The example E = IR x with 
X an uncountable set, shows that the converse is not true. 
We now state our main result. 
2.1 THEOREM. Let G be a normed space and F a Dedekind complete space 
with the local Egoroff  property. Then the following conditions for  a linear 
operator T: G+F are equivalent. 
(a) T is a Carleman operator. 
(b) For every sequence (xn)CG satisfying [Ixnll--+0, we ~ave Txn~O in 
order in F u. 
(c) For every sequence (xn)C G satisfying Ilxnll--'0, we have I TxnIAh~O in 
order in F for  every h ~F  ÷ . 
The implication (a)=(b) follows from the fact that there exists O<_f~F u 
such that ITxn] <_ llxnllf for all n, and (b)=(c) is true since F is an ideal in F u. 
It remains to prove the implication (c)~ (a). We need the following result on 
directed subsets of a Riesz space Fwhich are not order bounded in the universal 
completion of F. This result may be of independent interest and can be seen as 
a generalization of lemma 1.3 in [15]. 
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2.2 THEOREM. Let F be a Dedekind complete Riesz space with the local 
Egoroff property. Let 0 <_f,T be a directed set in F and suppose that the set (fO 
is not order bounded in F". Then there exist an element 0< w ~ F, a sequence 
of real numbers 2n$0 and a sequence (gk)C (fO such that 2kgk> W for all k. 
PROOF. From our assumption it follows that ( f0  is not dominable. Hence 
there exists an element O<e6F such that (me-fO+$~O for every m~ N. 
Choose 0 < o_< e so that F v, the ideal generated by o in F, has the Egoroff 
property and observe that (mv-fO++~O holds in Fv. The space Fv is super 
Dedekind complete ([8], theorem 75.4) and hence there exists, for every m ~ N, 
a sequence fm, n in ( f0  satisfying 
(1 )+ 
0--<Ore, n: = o--mfm, n J, nO in F U. 
Clearly O<om, n~O and hence, by the Egoroff property of F v, there exist a 
sequence (Wm)CFv, WmJ~O, and a strictly increasing sequence (n(m)) satisfying 
O<-om, n(m)<-Wm3,0. We now apply Egoroff 's theorem ([8], theorem 74.3) to 
find a sequence (ek) in Fo, O<ek'rv, such that for k= 1,2, 3 ..... PekVm, n(m)-~O 
o-uniformly as m~.  (Pek denoting the projection onto the band generated 
by e k in Fv.) It is now possible to select a strictly increasing sequence (mk) such 
that PekOmk, n(mk) < 30. Hence, 
Pek (O --~kk fmk, n(mDAO) <-- Pe, (½V), 
from which we get 
--~kk fmk, n(mk) >-- Pex (--~k fmx, n(mx)A o) > Pek(½O) >--Pe~ (½0) > 0" 
We now put 2k=mk -1, gk=fmk, n(mD, and w=Pe~(½v). Then 2kgk>--w>0 for all 
k and our proof is complete. A 
From theorem 2.2 we obtain the following result. 
2.3 THEOREM. Let F be a Dedekind complete space with the local Egoroff 
property. For a set ( f0CF  the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) (fO is order bounded in F u. 
(b) For every sequence ( fn )c ( f0  and every sequence 2n~0 of real 
numbers, 2nf~--*0 in order in F u. 
(c) For every sequence ( fn )c ( f0  and every sequence 2n--*0 of real 
numbers, 12nfn]Ah--*O in order in F for every h eF  +. 
PROOF. The implication (a)~ (b) is trivial and (b)= (c) follows from the fact 
that F is an ideal in F u. We prove (c) ~ (a). For this purpose we may clearly 
assume that ( f0CF  +. Let [fr] be the set of all finite suprema of elements of 
the set ( f0.  Let (gn) be a sequence in [f~] and let 2n--*0. If 
gn + 1 =fm, + 1Vfm, + 2 V'' "Vfm,. ,, 
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(m0 = 0), define a sequence ( ,an)  as  follows: 
//1 ----'/'/2 = "'" =/2rnl  =/~1;  ~rn l+ 1 =, / /ml  +2 = " "  =J-/m2 =/~2;  " "  
Then ~n~0 as n~oo and because (c) holds we have hAl~,f,I--*O in order for 
every h eE  +. There exists therefore a sequence u,~O such that hA]l~nf,[ <-u,. 
Clearly hA]2,+lgn+ll<um,+l~O. Hence if (fr) satisfies (c), so does Lf~]. 
Suppose now that ( f0  is not order bounded in F u. Then also [fr] is not order 
bounded in F u and from theorem 2.2 we see that there exist an element 
0 < w e E, a sequence 2k~0 and a sequence (gk)C [f~] such that 2kge-> w > 0 for 
all k. Hence wA2ggk= w>0 is not order convergent to zero, contradicting the 
fact that [f~] satisfies (c). 
Returning to the proof of the implication (c)= (a) in theorem 2.1, we show 
that TU is order bounded in F u, Uthe unit ball in G. Let (Xn) be any sequence 
in U and let 2n- '0 be a sequence of real numbers. Then [[~.nxn[l~O and so by 
(c) of theorem 2.1 we have [T(2nxn)lAh~O in order in F for every h EF  +. 
From theorem 2.3 we infer that TU is order bounded in F u. This completes the 
proof. A 
The equivalence of statements (b) and (c) in theorems 1.I and 1.2 is an 
immediate consequence of our characterization 2.1. In J. Weidmann's paper 
([21], section 5) we already find the idea of describing Carleman operators in 
terms of, what we Call, majorizing and strongly majorizing operators. A linear 
operator T: G~F from a normed space G into an Archimedean Riesz space 
F is majorizing if we have for every nullsequence (x,) that the set 
{ Txn : n = 1,2 .... } is order bounded in F and strongly majorizing whenever T
maps the unit ball of G into an order interval in F. From the definition we have 
that T: G~F is majorizing if and only if for every nullsequence (x,) in G we 
have Txn~O in order in F (even uniformly in F). Hence if F satisfies the 
conditions tated in theorem 2.1 we have that T: G~F is a Carleman operator 
if and only if T: G~F u is majorizing. 
A known result on dominable subsets yields the following description of 
Carleman operators in terms of strongly majorizing maps from G into F. The 
result, when specialized to the classical situation, seems to be new and will be 
useful in obtaining conditions in section 4 under which Carleman operators 
map weakly convergent sequences onto norm convergent sequences. 
2.4. THEOREM. Let G be a normed space and F a Dedekind complete Riesz 
space. Then T: G~F is a Carleman operator if and only if there exists a 
complete disjoint system {el: i ~ I} o f  strictly positive elements of  F such that 
for  each i~ I  the operator Pi T is strongly majorizing f rom G into F. (Pi 
denotes the projection o f f  onto the band Be, generated by ei.) 
PROOF. If T is Carleman there exists, by theorem 23.12 of [1] a system 
{ei: i e I} as required and positive integers n i such that [PiTfl <_ nie i for all i E I 
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and for every f ,  [[f[I -< 1. Hence Pi T is strongly majorizing for every i~L  On 
the other hand, if tPi Tf] <_ oi for some oi ~ Be~ and all f with l!ftl -< 1, we define 
g=SUPF- Oi, and since [Tfl =sup/P i tT f l  =sup/ [PiTf[ we obtain that ITf] <_g 
for all f with I[fl[ -< 1. Hence T is Carleman. A 
3. CARLEMAN OPERATORS AND (ABSTRACT) KERNEL OPERATORS 
In the situation considered by A.R. Schep [15] for ideals of measurable 
functions, every Carteman operator is by definition a kernel operator. Further- 
more, in obtaining the characterization 1.2, he assumed that the domain space 
has order continuous norm. It is our intention to show that under this 
assumption every Carleman operator in our setting is indeed an abstract kernel 
operator. In our exposition we need the following known result (see [9], 
theorem 61.7 or [19], theorem 4.6). By the kind permission of A.C. Zaanen we 
include his direct proof, which does not make use of the theorem of Nakano 
on the embedding of a Riesz space in its bidual space. 
3.1 THEOREM. Let E be a Dedekind complete normed Riesz space with 
order continuous norm 0 and denote by F_. the norm completion of  E. Then E 
is an ideal in E. 
PROOF. Let O<_a<_v in E with 0_<veE and 0_ f leE .  We have to show that 
eE .  There exists a sequence (xn) in E with Q(a -xn)~0.  Since 
la- XnAVl = raAv - x .Aol  <-la-x l 
and xnAv c:E, we may assume that x n ~ v for all n. By an analogous argument 
we may also assume that x n>_O for all n. By passing to a subsequence, i f  
necessary, we obtain Q(a-Xn)<2 -n  for all n. Since 
Ix v...vx  + al---lx  - alv...vlx  + al 
-< I x .  - + . . .  + 
we obtain 
Q(XnV...VXn+k-O)<2-n+2-(n+l)+ . . . .  2 -n+l for all k. 
For a given e > 0 there exists an element x~v such that Q(XN-- a) < e and hence 
g(XnV...VXn+k--XN)<e+2 -n+l for every k. Since O<xnV...Vxn+k<v for 
every k, the Dedekind completeness of E implies that sn = SUPm> ~ Xm exists in 
E and x~V...Vxn~kTks n. From the order continuity of 0 on E we hence obtain 
~(s~- XN)--< e + 2-n +1. Since 0 <Sn <-v and sn+~ the element u o = inf s. exists in 
E and the order continuity of g gives Q(Uo--XN)= limn ~(Sn--XN) <--e. This, 
together with g (~-  XN) < e, implies g(~ -- u0) < 2e and since this inequality 
holds for every e>0 we finally have ~(tT-u0)=0,  i.e. ft=uo~E. A 
3.2 COROLLARY. Assume that E is a Dedekind complete normed Riesz 
space with order continuous norm Q. I f  (xn) & a sequence in E with O<xn< 
~x~E and g(xn)-~O, there exists a subsequence (xn) which is order 
convergent to zero in E. 
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PROOF. Since Q(Xn)--'O there exists a subsequence (xnk) which is order 
convergent to zero in the Banach lattice/~. Hence there exists a sequence (uk) 
in E" with O<Xnk<ftk,LkO in E. Define Uk=ftkAX for k= 1,2 . . . . .  By 3.1, E is an 
ideal in/~ and hence uk~E for all k. We finally obtain O<--X,,k<UkJ, O in E 
and hence (Xn) is order convergent to zero in E. A 
For an Archimedean Riesz space E we denote by E ~ the space of order 
bounded linear functionals on E and by Eo0 the band of order continuous 
linear functionals. For a sequence (Xn) in E the notation xn*O means that 
every subsequence of (xn) has a subsequence which is order convergent to zero 
in E. 
For Riesz spaces E and F, with F Dedekind complete, we denote by 5Pb(E,F) 
the Riesz space of order bounded linear operators from E into F and by 
Effo®F the set of finite rank operators of the form T= ~7--1 ~)i@Xi with 
4)ieEoo and xi~F, i= 1,2, . . . ,n. The band (Eoo®F) aa generated by Eoo®F in 
~(E,F) is called the band of abstract kernel operators. In [6], theorem 3.9, we 
obtained a characterization for the band (Eoo®F) aa. The formulation we 
present here in theorem 3.3 is not in its most general form but is adequate for 
our present purposes. If we strengthen the conditions on E and Fby  demanding 
them to be e.g. super Dedekind complete with the Egoroff property, the result 
in theorem 3.3 follows from theorem 6.2 of W.K. Vietsch [19]. For an operator 
T~Sb(E,F ) the set gr={xeE:lTl(lx[)=O } is the null ideal of T and its 
disjoint complement Cr=Nar is the carrier of T. 
3.3 THEOREM. Assume that E is a Dedekind complete Riesz space and F a 
Dedekind complete Riesz space such that for every 0 < f e F the principal ideal 
Ff generated by f is separated by (Ff)ffo. I f  T~ @(E,F) is such that E~o 
separates the carrier CT of 7", then T¢(Effo®F) aa if and only if T is order 
continuous and T is sequentially star order continuous, i.e. for every sequence 
(Xn)CE + with O<xn<x and xn*O we have Txn~O in order in F. 
Since the above mentioned paper ([6]) is perhaps not easily obtainable we give 
an outline of the proof for the sufficiency part in 3.3. We divide the proof into 
several steps. 
1 °. We consider the special case with E a Dedekind complete Riesz space, 
F a Dedekind complete Riesz space separated by/7oo and Te ~(E,F). 
In this case we have by theorem 27.17 of [9] that F=(U @Fa) aa, i.e. F is  the 
Riesz direct sum of a system (Fa) of disjoint bands such that each F~ is super 
Dedekind complete, has the Egoroff property and is the carrier of a strictly 
positive order continuous functional. If we denote by P~ the order projection 
onto F~ then T~(Eoo@F) aa if and only if Ta=PaT~(E~o®F~) aa holds for 
every a. To see this it is only necessary to show that for positive T we have 
T=supa Ta. If O< TE ~(E,F) and O<_x~E, there exists an upwards directed 
set O<_g~TpTx with gp~ U @Fa for every fl, i.e. g~ is of the form 
g,e = gp, + g/~2 +""  + gB. = sup g,e, 
l~ i<n 
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with gpeFa~ for some al, a 2, ...,an. It follows that g~<_ Ta~x for i= 1,2, . . . ,n 
and hence g/~_<(sup~ Tc~)x. This implies that T_<sup~ T~ and establishes the 
result, since the converse inequality is trivial. 
The above remark implies that we may restrict ourselves to the case in which 
0__< T~ Sb(E, F)  is order continuous and sequentially star order continuous and 
F a super Dedekind complete space on which there exists a strictly positive 
functional 0<q~F~o.  Since ~b(E,F)=(Eoo@F)dd@(E~o@F) d we have 
0___ T= T1 + T2 with O< T 1 ~(E~o@F)ddandO< T2~(E~o®F) d. From 0< T2_< T 
it follows that T 2 is (sequentially star) order continuous. Hence it is sufficient 
to show that if 0_< TE(Effo®F) d is order continuous and sequentially star 
order continuous, then T= 0. 
2 °. Since E is Dedekind complete and NT is a band, we have E=NrQCT,  
with Nr the null ideal and Cr= N a the carrier of T, and hence it is sufficient 
to show that CT= {0}. Since q~Fo-o is strictly positive on F, the operator 
7": F--*E-defined by (T'f)(x)=f(Tx) for all f~  F -and  x ~E, has the property 
that ~ = T'q~ ~Eo-o and moreover ~ is strictly positive on CT. For an element 
0 < u ~ C r we define the operator S ~ Eo-o ®F by S = ~/@ Tu. Then 
S ~ (E~o (~F) dd and T~ (Eoo (~F) d, 
hence inf (S ,T)=0.  Therefore inf {Sv+T(u-o):O<_v<_u}=O. The super 
Dedekind completeness of F implies that there exists a sequence (ok) such that 
infk {Svk + T(u - ok) : 0 < o k < u} = 0. This implies that infk Svk = 0 and hence by 
the definition of the operator S, we have infk ~'(ok)=0. Furthermore, for 
every n ~ N we have 
inf qJ(vk)Tu + T(u-  Vk) : ~(vk) <-- 1 = O. 
k 
Indeed, let 
h=in f  I~,(vk)Tu+ T(U--Ok):~(Vk)<_ll. 
For all other k we have ~'(ok)>(1/n) and hence for these k it follows that 
~(Vk)TU+T(u-ok)>_(1/n)Tu. This implies that inf (h,(I/n)Tu) is a lower 
bound for the set {~,(vk)Tu+T(u-vk):keN}. Since infk{~'(vk)Tu+ 
+ T(u-vk)} =0 we have inf (h,(1/n)Tu)=O, and since h belongs to the ideal 
generated by Tu we obtain the desired result that h =0. By implementing an 
analogue of theorem 96.5 of A.C. Zaanen ([22], p. 241) we obtain a 
subsequence (ok°) of (vk) with the properties that 
(1) ~u(vk~)~0 as n-- ,~ 
and for every m ~ ~q 
(2) inf { T(u - vko )} = O. 
/ / ->m 
Since q/is a strictly positive order continuous functional on C r, the mapping 
Q~:Cr~ ~ + defined by Q~(x)= ~u(lxl) for x ~ C r, is an order continuous Riesz 
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norm on Cr. From (1) and corollary 3.2 we hence obtain that ok*0  in Cr 
(and hence in E). Since Tis sequentially star order continuous, this implies that 
Tog~O in order in F. Hence there exists a sequence Wn~nO in F such that 
Tog, < Wn ~n O. We now have Tu = T(u - Ok. )+ TOk, <-- T(u - Okn) +Wm for n >_ m 
and it follows (from (2)) that 
O< Tu<_ inf { T(u - Ok,)} +Wm = Wm~m O.
n>_m 
Thus  CT= {0}. 
3 °. In the general case we consider, as in 1 °, an operator O< Te (E~o®F) d
and show that T = 0 on CT. Let 0 < u e CT and denote by E u the ideal generated 
byu  in E. Since E~0 separates the points of Cr, we have that E~0 separates Eu 
and hence (Eu)o0,e separates the points of E~, where (Eu)~o,e denotes the set of 
order continuous linear functionals on Eu which have extensions to order 
continuous functionals on E. Theorem 31.7(ii) of [9] implies that (Eu)oo, e is 
order dense in (E~)o0 and hence for every 0_< qz ~ (E~)0~ there exists a system 
0_< ~u~  EcT0 such that 
~//r[E ~'~q/ on E +. 
Since 0_< Te(E~o@F) d we have TA(qzr@f)=0 for every O<<_feF and hence 
T]euA.(~u®f)=O on E u for every O<f~F.  If we denote by FTu the ideal 
generated by Tu in F we obtain in particular that 
Tle A(~®f)=O on E u for every O< f eFru. 
Hence Tlsu~((Eu)~o®FT,) d. By 1 ° and 2 ° we obtain that T is zero on E u. 
This holds for every u ~ C:r and hence T is zero on CT. This completes the 
outline of the proof. A 
From theorem 3.3 we obtain the following result. 
3.4 THEOREM. Let E be a normed Riesz space with order continuous norm 
and F a Dedekind complete Riesz space such that for every 0 <__f e F the ideal 
Ff is separated by (Ff)ffo. I f  TeL~b(E,F ) is a Carleman operator then 
T e (E~o @ F) dd. 
PROOF. That T is order continuous is a direct consequence of the facts that 
T is an order bounded Carleman operator and E has order continuous norm. 
By 3.3 it is hence sufficient o show that Tis sequentially star order continuous: 
If 0_< xn < x and x~*0 in E, the order continuity of the norm on E implies that 
I[ x~ ll--, 0. Since T is an order bounded Carleman operator this implies Txn~O 
in order in F and hence completes the proof. A 
We remark that the situation considered by A.R. Schep in theorem 1.2 is 
contained in our setting. If we drop the assumption Te ~(E ,F )  in 3.4, the 
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same type of argument yields in this case that Te(Eoo®FU) rid. If E=E(Y,v) 
and F= F(X, p) are ideals of measurable functions, a combination of theorems 
2. I and 3.4 and the work of A.R. Schep [141 on kernel operators yields theorem 
9 of N.G. Gretsky and J.J. Uhl [4]. 
4. COMPACTNESS-TYPE PROPERTIES OF CARLEMAN OPERATORS 
In this final section we derive some conditions under which Carleman 
operators map weakly convergent sequences onto norm convergent sequences. 
We recall that a subset A of a Banach lattice E is said to be almost order 
bounded if for any given e>0 there exists an element O<_u=ue E  such that 
A C [ - u, u] + eB~ where BE denotes the unit ball of E (see A.C. Zaanen [22], 
§ 122). We denote by E a the largest ideal in E on which the norm is order 
continuous. In the case that the element ue belongs to E a for every e>0,  the 
almost order bounded subset A is called an L-weakly compact subset in the 
terminology of P. Meyer-Nieberg [10]. This implies that ACE a. If B is a 
projection band, we denote the order projection on B by P(B) and the disjoint 
complement of B by B a. If (Br) is a system of bands directed downwards 
under inclusion and satisfying f-I~B~= {0}, we shall write B~$0. Clearly then 
P(BO~O and it follows from the above definition that if A is L-weakly 
compact, then for every e > 0 there exists a band B~0 such that IJP(BOfll < e for 
all B~CBro and for all f~A.  
The statement of the following lemma is contained in the work of P. Meyer- 
Nieberg ([11], Satz 6). The purely order theoretic proof we provide avoids the 
use of the Dunford-Pettis property for AM-spaces. 
4.1 LEMMA. Let G be a normed space and F a Banach lattice with order 
continuous norm. I f  T: G-~F is a strongly majorizing operator, then T maps 
weakly convergent sequences onto norm convergent sequences, i.e. T is a so 
called Dunford-Pettis operator. 
PROOF. By assumption there exists an element O<_xeF such that TBGC 
C [ -  x,x], with B G the unit ball in G. Hence the norm continuous operator T 




where Fx, the principal ideal generated by x in F, is an AM-space with respect 
to the x-uniform norm defined by IIflix=inf {2 : I f  [ _<2x} (see [13], II.7.2). The 
operator To: G--'F x is defined by Tog=-Tg for all g6 G and i:Fx-~F denotes 
the embedding map. Both operators TO and i are norm continuous. Let (xn) be 
a sequence in G with Xn-*O weakly as n--,oo. Then Toxn~O weakly in Fx and 
since the mapping y~ lY] in F x is weakly sequentially continuous ([t3], II.7.6), 
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we have IT0xnl 0 weakly in F x and hence ITxnI =ilTox~[~O weakly in F as 
n ~ oo. The band B generated by F x in F has a weak order unit x and since F 
has order continuous norm, theorem 103.12 of [22] or corollary 35.3 of [9] 
implies that there exists a positive order continuous functional 0 on F which 
is strictly positive on B. Hence the mapping 0o :B~ + defined by 0¢( f )= 
= ¢(If]) for fe  B, is an order continuous Riesz norm on B. Since Q¢(Tx,)~0 
as n--*oo and the set {Txn:n ~ N} is order bounded in B, corollary 3.2 implies 
that Txn*O in B and hence in F. The order continuity of the norm on F finally 
implies that H Txn[I~O as n--*oo. This completes the proof. A 
The operator T: G~F is called L-weakly compact if TB c is an L-weakly 
compact subset of F, with B G the unit ball in G. In the case that F has order 
continuous norm this notion and that of semi-compactness of operators as 
defined by A.C. Zaanen ([22], § 125) are coincident. 
From 2.4 and 4.1 we obtain the following result. 
4.2 THEOREM. Let G be a normed space and F a Dedekind complete 
Banach lattice. I f  T: G-~F is an L-weakly compact Carleman operator then T 
maps weakly convergent sequences in G onto norm convergent sequences in F. 
PROOF. The range of T is contained in F a and so we may assume that F has 
order continuous norm. Applying theorem 2.4, we get a complete disjoint 
system (ea :ae I )  of strictly positive elements of F such that PaT is strongly 
majorizing from G into F for every a. By 4.1 each of the operators PaT maps 
weakly convergent sequences onto norm convergent sequences. It remains to 
show that T has this property. Let (xn) be a sequence in G converging weakly 
to zero and let e>0 be given. Put F~= @ieH Bel, H a finite subset of I. By 
the completeness of (ea :a E I) we have Fa+0 and since (Txn) is contained in an 
L-weakly compact subset of F, our earlier remarks imply that there is a finite 
subset HoCI  such that [[P(F~)Txnl ]_<e/2 for all HDH o and for all neN.  
Denoting by xf(H0) the number of elements of H 0, we can find an index N 
such that [IPc~Txn[[ <e/2Y{(H o) for all a~Ho and n>_N. Hence 
UTx, II-< ~ }IPaTx,[[ + [[P(Fao)TXnll <~ for all n>_N, 
etcH0 
and the proof is complete. Zk 
Theorem 14 of N.E. Gretsky and J.J. Uhl [4] is a special case of the above 
result. Using the fact that every L-weakly compact operator is weakly compact 
(see theorem 11.6 of P. Meyer-Nieberg [10]) we obtain the following corollaries. 
4.3. COROLLARY. 
1) I f  E is a Dedekind complete Banach lattice and if T: E--* E is an L-weakly 
compact Carleman operator, then T 2 is compact. 
2) Let G be a Banach space and F a Dedekind complete Banach lattice. I f  
T: G--*F is an L-weakly compact Carleman operator, then T is strictly singular. 
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This is due to the fact that every weakly compact Dunford-Pettis operator is 
strictly singular. 
These results are generalizations of results obtained by the authors for kernel 
operators on Banach function spaces in [5] and [18]. 
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